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Efforts in Pharmaceutical Industry aiming at increasing Quality & Speed
of Drug Development – while reducing Cost & Animal use
Fail early – fail fast

In silico design,
lab automation,
AI-powered algorithms

Organoids &
“Organs on Chips”

Advanced human cell models
that better recapitulate human
physiology

“Real World Data” &
Genetics

Personalized Medicine:
Understand & predict human
variability – optimize
benefit/risk
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Advanced Human Cell Models today

Support Disease modeling
& Target Identification

Improve Candidate
Selection before in vivo

Mechanistic Issue Resolution
of Animal Findings

Prediction

Prediction

Pre-Clinical
Animal Tests

Prediction
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The Vision: Reverse-translate from human to in vitro
to predict from in vitro to human
Data Science Tools:
R&D in Bioengineering &
Cell Biology

In Vitro Data
&
Human-relevant Cell Models

AI, Predictive
Algorithms

Prediction

Reverse Translation

Cooperation & Collaboration between
Academia, Clinical Organizations, Patients/Patient
Organizations, Data Science Experts,
Biotech/Technolgy Start-Ups, Pharma, Regulators

Data Science Tools:
AI, Predictive Algorithms

Anonymized
Access to
Patient Data

Real World Data
&
Human Tissue
Access to
Patient-Tissue /-Stem Cells
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Advanced human cell models in Pharmaceutical Drug Development:
Where are we today ?
•

A burst of different approaches – some with more, some
with less potential for application

•

Not fully clear yet which cells, which materials, which set-

ups, which assays or which endpoints are «the right ones»
•

A lot of overviews & strategies published – yet, best and
most convincing way for adoption is to demonstrate
compelling evidence for defined use cases

•

Broad industry adoption is slow – reasons may include
•

high upfront investments

•

complex technical setting

•

lack of robustness

•

lack of clear superiority over existing models

•

unclear translational potential to the human situation
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What drives application of Advanced Human Tissue Models in
Pharmaceutical Drug Development?
•

Shift in portfolio from small to complex, engineered molecules that
often have multiple targets

•

Molecules often do not cross react with any pre-clinical species
(not even primates)

•

Target(s) & pathway(s) are not adequately represented in any
animal species (i.e. immune-related)

•

Additional upcoming Challenges:
- Need for assessing safety & efficacy in children
- Need for assessing safety & efficacy in different ethnicities
- Sometimes small patient population
- Goal to increase benefit/risk, ie strive for more personalized medicine

⮚ Conventional pre-clinical in vivo testing may not be relevant
or simply not possible
⮚ Urgent need for novel tools to assess the pharmacology &
toxicology of these new types of drug candidates
www.questdiagnostics.com
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Cancer Immunotherapy:
Clinical Toxicities of Immune-engaging Antibodies
Time to onset of grade 3–4
treatment-related selected
adverse events (AEs)

Ipilimumab:Anti-CTLA-4
Nivolumab: Anti-PD-1

Annals of Oncology
Volume 28, Supplement 4, July 2017, Pages iv119iv142
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Suite of Human Models established
to address “on-target, off-tumor”
safety liabilities of bi-specific
antibodies
-

Primary human tissue, polarized where
required

-

PBMCs in flow

-

All tissue/cell
matched

components

donor/HLA-

Current conventional 2D cell systems lack
essential cellular, biochemical, and biophysical
factors found in the native organ
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Predict immune-related toxicities early on by detecting key
events using advanced human cell systems
Immune cell activation

Targeting healthy tissue

R Villenave

P Godoy/E Breous-Nystrom

Recruitment of blood leukocytes
under flow following
TNF-a stimulation

Leukocyte infiltration into hepatic spheroids
following anti-PD-1 nivolumab treatment

Destruction of healthy tissue

N Gjorevski/M Bscheider

Chemotherapy-induced apoptosis of
intestinal organoids

-> Use relevant cell types, readouts & and known relevant positive and
negative controls to validate models for specific context of use
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Ask the right questions with the right models
From single to multi-organ model approach – focused questions or broad vital functions for de-risking

Cytokinemediated
toxicities
• Rather immediate or
short-term effects
• Can be secondary to
tumor lysis
• Involve the vasculature
and can affect many
tissues and organs

On-target /
off-tumor
toxicities
• Typically restricted to
tissues where target is
expressed
• Less of a concern if
safety window large
enough due to
significantly higher
expression in tumor

Off-target / offtumor toxicities
• Difficult to predict as
can hit any cell type of
the human body
• Can be best addressed
with a thorough
analysis of off-target
peptides

Specifically relevant for T cell engaging molecules
and adoptive cell therapies
(e.g. Bispecifics and CAR-T)

Autoimmunity,
infections,
inflammation
• Result from an
impairment of the
immune system

• Can take various forms
but could involve similar
mode of actions
• Require lymphoid
responses
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Example for technical challenges to tackle:
Factors affecting blood donor variability

Variation in gene expression patterns in human blood.
Whole blood was drawn from 75 healthy volunteers.

•

Genetic diversity

•

Environmental factors:
immunizations, nutrition, latent infections

•

Technical factors:
Cryopreservation techniques, buffers & media

•

Sample composition - cellular subsets

Whitney et al. PNAS 2003 11
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Example: TCB targeting CD3 & FOLR1
Pre-clinical Safety Assessment:
• efficacious in human breast cancer patient-derived xenograft models
• severe on-target toxicity in the lung of cynomolgus monkey
• leukocytic infiltrates in lung tissue indicative of immune mediated toxicity
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Example: TCB targeting CD3 & FOLR1
Apoptotic cells collected on live chips

PBMC
TCB NT
TCB FOLR1(HI)

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells
Non Targeting TCB
FOLR1-targeting TCB

PBMC accumulation at sites of target
expression consist primarily of CD3-T cells
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Example: TCB targeting CD3 & FOLR1
Model leveraged to identify a safer molecule
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Neutrophilic infiltration in a gut-on-a-chip model of
intestinal inflammation
https://www.mimetas.com/en/3d-cell-migration/

Polarized intestinal epithelium

Drug-induced leakiness
dru
g
Macrophage activation

Neutrophil chemotaxis

Ti
me

40 x microfluidics chambers
3D cell culture
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Neutrophilic infiltration in a gut-on-achip model of intestinal inflammation
Macrophage
activation
Normal gut

Leaky gut

Neutrophil
recruitment

• Tri-culture of epithelial, resident and infiltrating immune cells, capturing their functions and
functional interactions
• Infiltrating neutrophils exacerbate the inflammatory process, leading to epithelial damage
• CaCo-based; Missing stromal and vascular cells
• Adaptive immune cell contribution to inflammation not captured
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3D tumor explant culture system
U-CUP (Cellec Biotek)
-

Sylvia Herter, Shamin Li, Tamara Hüsser, Inês Silva and Steffen Dettling

Viability is stable for two days (48h), drops afterwards
“Viability drop” equally observed in all cell populations
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TCB combination with tumor-targeted 4-1BBL agonist
Is natural expression of FAP in human tumor tissues sufficient to provide functional cross-linking for TCBs ?
Target (FAP, CEA, or TYRP1) expression in tumor
tissue samples

Drug treatment of cultured tumors in 3D system
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From an OECD qualified test
for eye irritation to safety and
efficacy modelling for
pharmaceutical drugs
(Karen Dernick, Claudia Korn, Michael Keller,

Christian Bucherer, Christoph Ullmer and
Stefan Kustermann)
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Human 3D Corneal Epithelium as in vitro Model for
“Front of the Eye”- Applications and Eye Irritation Tests

Readouts:

Standard condition for eye-irritation test
DRUG

2) Translational
imaging readout

1) OECD Test for eye
irritation

treatment topical (30 ul)
wash insert (2 x 10 ml PBS)

Cell viability – MTT assay

0,5 - 4 hours
incubation

and/or:

Cell viability – MTT assay
300 ul medium

300 ul medium

control

5% PVD-I

Oregon-green-dextran quantification
as translation endpoint to patients
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Improved prediction of efficacy using «dry eye disease model»:
disease phenotype and formulation drives efficacy

Dry-eye phenotype

Healthy control

24h

48h

37°C & > 95 %
humidity

300 ul medium

4h topical
treatment

40°C & < 40 %
humidity

⮚ Formulation-type is impacting efficacy
300 ul medium +
0.6M Sorbitol

➢ Dry-eye phenotype can be induced in the model and leads
to a decrease in the epithelial thickness after 48h

⮚ Dry-eye condition shows increased efficacy after
overnight incubation
○

Proposed mechanism: higher uptake of
compound due to impaired barrier
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A Blood Brain Barrier Model
based on Organoids
(Roberto Villasenor Solorio)
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BBB organoid arrays for high-throughput screening
Self-assembly of the human neurovascular unit
Endothelial cells Astrocytes

Endothelial cells Pericytes

Imaging frame at spheroid
core

BBB organoids recapitulate barrier properties for biologics
BBB organoid
40 kDa Dextran

•
•
•

Organoid without BBB
40 kDa Dextran

Up to 3000 organoids per plate
Highly reproducible size (150 – 250 mm Ø)
Compatible with automated microscopy

Simonneau, et al. FBCNS, 2021

Low Dextran permeability

Increased Dextran permeability
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Screening of new modalities for CNS delivery
BBB organoids accelerate discovery and optimization cycles
“Brain Shuttle”
Antibody
payload

TfR binder

European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular
Imaging volume 46, pages2848–2858 (2019)
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Where do we want to go ?
In vitro efficacy & safety
assessment for EIH-enabling

Patient-derived models enabling
personalizing clinical trials

«in vitro therapeutic index»
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A strong commitment to build on human cell based approaches
to support drug development:
Roche Institute for Translational Bioengineering (ITB)

An incubator and catalyst for big, bold
ideas and creative organoid
technologies that can be translated
into drug development for the benefit
of patients

Prof M. Lütolf
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‘Organoid Factory’ : Brain and retina organoid manufacturing
▪

High-throughput, automated mass production of retinal
and brain organoids

▪

Integrated quality control module (imaging- and AI-based)
with organoid sorter

▪

Collaboration with selected external partners on specific
aspects (e.g. organoid sorting technology)

▪

Explore miniaturization and bioreactor-free culture

▪

Proof-of-principle results for manufacturing of other organoid
systems
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Advanced Human Tissue Models in Drug Development: Outlook
⮚ Significant Investments in Academia, Biotech & Pharma have led to a
series of encouraging Use Cases that demonstrate the Potential of more
complex, physiologically relevant human Cell Models

17 Sep 2021, Vol 373, Issue 6561, pp. 1304-1306

⮚ Broad Industry Adoption is low due to
⮚ Immaturity of some of the Systems
⮚ Complex technical Set-up not suited for Scaling and daily Use
⮚ High Investment needed – Pletora of different Approaches
⮚ Biological Relevance not convincingly shown and/or Lack of Superiority over
already exisitng Models

⮚ Areas with high unmet Need could help driving Application forward, ie
where conventional Models are not an Option (e.g. Immunology), where
lean Drug Development Paths are possible (e.g. Rare Diseases), where
fast Reacting to an urgent Need is warranted (e.g. COVID)

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abc3734

⮚ Advanced Human Tissue Models not only can significantly improved
pre-clinical Development Phases – they could as well become Game
Changers for Clinical Development (i.e. Bedside-Bench-Bedside,
Personalized Medicine)
⮚ Next to access to Patient Tissue/Cells – Access to Patient Data is key for
renewing Drug Development Paradigm
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